
Enterprise Cloud: 
Each step in the 
transformation process 
brings its own bene� ts
Building an enterprise cloud within any organization 
can deliver greater � exibility, data security and 
lower costs to the operations of the business. 

E-commerce breaks the 
€50 billion mark
Deals.com, the voucher 
and discount platform, is 
anticipating online sales � gures 
this year of €61.84 billion for the 
United Kingdom, €52.8 billion 
for Germany and €36.53 billion 
for France.
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Online Security: New algorithms 
accelerate web application scans

Qualys has announced the latest version of its Web 
Scanning Application (WAS) which includes functions 
for continuous, progressive application scanning.  
WAS uses an algorithm that scans just those parts of 
websites that have been changed since the last test, 
effectively reducing the total load.  The solution can 
identify security holes and vulnerabilities such as SQL 
injections and cross-site scripting (XSS).  Additional 
features include extended reporting functionality.

Storage Technology: Laser research 
speeds up switching times

Storing more data on ever smaller hard drives requires 
ever smaller magnetic bits and bytes. In Switzerland, 
scientists at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) are 
currently working with a surface made up of tiny 
squares measuring mere thousandths of a millimeter 
each.  Each square is a magnet, giving it the potential 
to become a memory bit. The focus of the PSI research 
study lies in the nature of the switching process.  In 
contrast to conventional hard drive design where 
switching is completed with a small magnetic head, 
the Swiss research project uses a laser beam to � ip 
the magnetic polarity of the squares.  Trials show that 
a short, intense laser pulse can switch micro-magnets 
hundreds of times faster.
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Oracle is committed to developing practices 
and products that help protect the environment

More than 100 modern best practices for � nance, 
human resources and talent management, 
procurement, sales, marketing, and service deliver 
superior results, evolve with your business, support 
growth and innovation, and exploit enabling 
technologies. Do you have what you need to succeed? 
Discover how to increase business agility and achieve 
more - faster and with fewer resources. With key 
enabling technologies such as the cloud, mobile, 
social, analytics, the Internet of Things, and big data, 
you can transform your business for the future.

“The most in� uential brands will be those 
companies that most cleverly utilize the convergence 
of modern best practice, disruptive technologies, and 
the emergence of new channels.” Steve Cox, Vice 
President of Midsize at Oracle

Go to the
https://www.oracle.com/modernbestpractices to � nd 
out more.

Spotlight: Oracle Modern Best Practice
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A
 universal Enterprise 
Cloud encompasses 
every business process 
within the organization. 
The corresponding 

IT transformation may take years 
as it affects many aspects of the 
organisation including existing roles, 
processes, policies, and services. To 
avoid getting delayed by complex 
interdependencies, a step-by-step 

approach is advisable.  Each step 
should de� ne an intermediate goal 
that brings demonstrable bene� ts to 
the organization.

Standardisation is the � rst step.  
The range of vendor solutions, 
service provider support, hardware 
and software components are 
reduced to the least possible 
number.  Server, storage and 
software are bundled into easy-to-

Cloud computing:
PaaS moves forward
Platform as a Service (PaaS) currently ranks as 
the third most important issue in the context of 
private clouds.  That could be set to change.

Findings of a recent IDG Connect study, 
commissioned by Oracle, show 36% of respondents 
currently opt for hybrid cloud solutions, with 32% 
choosing private and 17 % selecting public cloud 
services. The most persuasive argument for the 
private cloud, according to the companies surveyed, 
is the short lead time.

Management opinion within the survey responses 
did highlight some areas for concern.  Data security, 
integration with existing applications, the required 
skill sets and hardware costs are all identi� ed as 
potential issues.  68% of respondents cited Software 
as a Service (SaaS) as the most important operational 
area for private clouds, followed by Database as 
a Service (DaaS) at 61% and Platform as a Service 
at 57%. The study is based on a survey of 300 
executives from Germany, United Kingdom, Russia, 
France, South Africa and the United Arab Emirates.

Better IT Top Driver For Cloud 
Adoption
An Oracle-sponsored IDC study into SaaS among
160 companies in Africa, Middle East and Eastern
Europe found cost savings, process ef� ciencies and
productivity key bene� ts to implementing cloud.

Top drivers:
- Better technology 58%
- Quick IT deployment 53%
- Deliver more projects with same headcount 51%
- Standardization 50%
- Access better quality IT skills 49%
- Access to latest products and skills 48%

Companies seek new SaaS and on-premise 
solutions. More than 60% of companies have or are 
implementing cloud solutions.

Oracle’s Swami Natarajan said “Modern cloud 
applications from Oracle help customers reimagine 
business, practices, and experiences. SaaS adoption 
is continuing to rise.”

Register now for the IDC SaaS Blueprint webcast 
at oracle.com/goto/IDCME. 

Globally, the manufacturing industry is developing 
more networked, programmable devices that 
can communicate and independently exchange 
information, trigger actions and control outputs. 
This digital transformation makes even small scale 
production pro� table for mid sized organizations – 
a very positive development for a sector that remains 
so important for many economies.

The AMP 2.0 (Advanced Manufacturing 
Partnership) initiative introduced by the US 
Government in 2011 aims to create a leadership 
role for US companies in this digital transformation 
process and includes leading executives and scientists 
in its ranks.  In Europe, the “Industry 4.0” initiative led 
by the German Government sets  out its own high-
tech strategy for networked industrial production. 
According to a forecast of the Fraunhofer Institute for 
Industrial Engineering and ILO (International Labour 
Organisation) and the industry association BITKOM, 
Industry 4.0 should boost productivity in major 
industries by around €78 billion by 2025.

The transformation process has introduced 
new business models for machine and plant 
engineering with the focus shifting from delivering 
just products to building in better maintenance as 
a customer service. For example, it is predicted 
that by 2020, smaller spare parts will be produced 
on site at short notice using 3D printers. The 
business benefits of such rapid response should 
bring cost savings in logistics and warehousing. 
3D print centres may also play a role in production 
without having to invoke traditional supply chain 
operating overheads.

A recent McKinsey study of leading 
manufacturing companies found 12% of companies 
see 3D printing as a value add solution while 40% 
still see no real benefit to operations.  Two-thirds of 
the companies surveyed agreed that their business 
did not adopt a systematic approach to evaluating 
emerging technologies.  

Industry 4.0: Production reinvents itself
The manufacturing industry is changing and technological innovation
is key to success
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The German industry association BITKOM estimates that 
sales of big data services will post an average growth 
of 46% annually until 2016, an almost eight-fold expansion 
within � ve years. Together with both business and the 
research sector, the EU seeks to promote a data-driven 
economy backed by a total planned investment of €2.5 
billion. Two years ago, US President Barack Obama set out 
an open data policy ‘to advance the management 
of Government information as an asset’.

Evaluating large amounts of data requires modern 
databases, linguistic analysis capabilities and visualisation 
tools. High-performance IT systems, powerful broadband 
networks and virtually unlimited storage capacity are also 
essential.

Yet the key question remains - how exactly can indexing 
and processing large amounts of data of differing formats 
and sources really help companies acquire speci� c 
knowledge or tap into new sources of revenues. The auto 
manufacturer General Motors offers one good example of 
how big data can drive business.  The telematic data from 
GM’s OnStar navigation system is used to calculate rates 
for auto insurance policies sold in the US through National 
General Insurance, a third party company.  Drivers who 
cover less than 15,000 miles a year can avail of discounts 
up to 54% lower than the rate offered to drivers who travel 
much longer distances.
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Big Data:

Deriving value from data.
continued from page 1

A study carried out by Oracle 
and Forrester Consulting at 
the end of last year, � nds 
personalised and targeted 
marketing campaigns bring 

a better customer experience and increased business 
performance. The study also shows that more work 
is needed in many industry sectors to fully realize the 
bene� ts of this approach.

A recent report entitled “Why You Need to Be A 
Modern Marketer: The Business Impact Of Marketing 

Maturity In The Age Of The Customer“, surveyed 492 
marketing decision makers across 20 industries in 
Germany, France, Great Britain and the USA.

46% of retail chains are already using “intelligent 
targeting” to interact more effectively with their 
customers. When compared to non-retail businesses, 
this number drops to only 31% of companies.  42% 
of retail chains also put integrated cross-channel 
marketing into practice.  However, the study also 
found that many companies have not yet implemented 
best practices in this area. 

While volumes of data continue to grow, there 
is still some way to go before big data projects 
really open up new opportunities for business 
and research.

Enterprise Apps: Mobile 
strategies go on the offensive
The use of mobile devices in mid-sized companies 
is more than just Mobile Enterprise Management. 
Mobile devices deliver data and are also used to 
develop and manage apps for smartphones and 
tablets. 

Mobile strategies are evolving out of passive 
device and cost control towards active process 
optimisation.  According to analysts at IDC, IT 
management trends show a massive increase in 
the number of mobile apps deployed. Instead of 
the selective extension of desktop applications 
to mobiles, a mobile-� rst approach that allows 
employees to carry out standard operations on all 
mobile devices is catching on. To enable this, mobile 
apps must be integrated into the backend, data 
security must be ensured, and the apps must be 
updated regularly. More than one third of companies 
surveyed by IDC stated that they plan to interact with 
customers and business partners through mobile 
apps within the next two years.

New MDE (mobile data entry) devices and radio 
terminals for mobile data recording are also entering 
the mobile hardware market. Data can be quickly 
transferred for further processing or initially stored 
in the unit and sent over the company network once 
the task has been completed.

Mobility: 4G triggers rapid increases in data traf� c

The visual networking index compiled by Cisco 
predicts mobile data traf� c in Germany will increase 
sevenfold by 2015. This implies traf� c is set to increase 
three times faster than the data volume � owing 

through regular IP lines. 
Data transfer in excess of 4G 
(LTE) is expected to increase 
23 times current levels and 
account for 81% of all German 
mobile communications 
by 2019. At the end of 2014, 
the comparable rate was 
only 26%.  The data volume 

of machine to machine (M2M) connections is also 
expected to increase signi� cantly.  

Traf� c increases of up to 37 times current amounts 
are predicted by 2019, which would mean that machine 
communication will account for 14% of all mobile 
traf� c. Cloud application adoption will be primarily 
responsible for this increase.

Cloud Computing:
IT infrastructure management
According to a study conducted by IDG Connect on 
behalf of Oracle, the most important component of 
an IT infrastructure in the Cloud is effective control 
mechanisms. 34% of respondents state that this 
was their top priority, followed by IT standardisation 
(27%), supporting key decision-makers (25%) and 
a high-performance IT change management (17%).

Within their own IT networks, the provision of 
software (68%) and databases (61%) and a platform 
for the development of applications (57%) rank as 
the top priorities. The study predicts that in the next 
two years the most important issues facing cloud 
deployments will be databases (29%), development 
(26%) and deployment of software (23%). The study 
focused mainly on the selection of a particular cloud 
model. 36% of participants in the study choose the 
hybrid cloud model as the preferred deployment 
option for their business.

Big data: Will software replace 
statisticians?

The growing importance of big data in both economic 
terms and in research has led to an increased demand 
for experienced statisticians and mathematicians. In 
July 2014, the British Royal Statistical Society warned 
of the imminent shortage of skilled workers capable 
of leveraging economic bene� ts from the analysis of 
large quantities of data. 

New research in the area of big data has started 
to investigate whether or not it is possible to have 
computer programmes do the job of a statistician. 

The goal is to develop software that generates 
readable reports from raw data, i.e. software that 
describes the trends concealed within the data in 
words and diagrams. Zoubin Ghahramani, Professor 
for Information Engineering at the University of 
Cambridge, recently introduced just such a system 
that is already delivering interesting results. This 
project was able to generate an automated report 
from 100 years of air traf� c data which not only 
provides mathematical explanations for identi� ed 
trends but is also capable of forecasting future 
outcomes.

The � nal evaluation of all analyses will always 
fall to the experienced statistician. For example, The 
software recognised the fact that air traf� c increased 
regularly during the summer months but was unable 
to provide any real explanation for this (holiday travel 
during the holiday period). 

manage packages. The result is a simpli� ed and 
swifter installation process, lower costs and 
a lower risk of data loss.

The second step is to consolidate 
existing business processes onto a uni� ed 
infrastructure. One option is to allocate each 
process to its own virtual machine, but this 
incurs additional costs when managing multiple 
operating system instances. Many organizations 
are now consolidating workloads on a shared-
use system. This helps reduce the administrative 
burden and subsequent maintenance costs.

Step three involves the provision of services. 
It is important to prepare as many automated 
services as possible and to create a portal 
through which users can directly access the 
relevant resources.  This enables organizations 
to respond faster to evolving business 
opportunities.

The process concludes with the creation of 
an enterprise cloud: a uni� ed architecture for 
all the business processes of the organization. 
While this architecture may be based on either 
a public cloud, private cloud or hybrid cloud 
model, it should include a comprehensive 
management service for the entire 
infrastructure.

There are several models available for the 
provision of services that enable enterprise 
clouds to meet Service Level Agreements (SLAs) 
and business requirements. The infrastructure 
remains available during maintenance phases, 
while QoS-controlled load balancing ensures 
that SLAs are complied with.

Oracle Database 12c: Smart 
upgrade for smart customers

Oracle’s slogan „Get SMART“ encourages customers 
to upgrade to Oracle Database 12c. The new release 
allows companies to respond more intelligently to 
market developments while also reducing costs and 
risk. 

SMART is short for “Simplifying IT 
infrastructures, Managing many databases as 
one, becoming more Agile, Reducing cost and risk 
whilst increasing revenues, and adopting the latest 
Technology platform that meets your needs today 
and in the future “. That description covers some 
of the most important innovations of the Oracle 
Database12c.

The new Multi-tenant option allows pluggable 
databases to be easily plugged into and out 
of a container database. This enables sharing 
of processes, RAM and large parts of the data 
dictionary, which are stored in the container 
database.  Existing systems can be used more 
ef� ciently and this solution also enables rapid 
database deployment in the Cloud.

Oracle Database In-memory has attracted plenty 
of attention in recent months. With the introduction 
of Oracle Database In-Memory, a single database 
can now ef� ciently support mixed workloads, 
delivering optimal performance for transactions 
while simultaneously supporting real-time analytics 
and reporting. This is possible due to a unique 
“dual-format“ architecture that enables data to be 
maintained in both the existing Oracle row format, 
for OLTP operationsand a new, purely in-memory 
format optimized for analytical processing.
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The German industry association BITKOM estimates that 
sales of big data services will post an average growth 
of 46% annually until 2016, an almost eight-fold expansion 
within � ve years. Together with both business and the 
research sector, the EU seeks to promote a data-driven 
economy backed by a total planned investment of €2.5 
billion. Two years ago, US President Barack Obama set out 
an open data policy ‘to advance the management 
of Government information as an asset’.

Evaluating large amounts of data requires modern 
databases, linguistic analysis capabilities and visualisation 
tools. High-performance IT systems, powerful broadband 
networks and virtually unlimited storage capacity are also 
essential.

Yet the key question remains - how exactly can indexing 
and processing large amounts of data of differing formats 
and sources really help companies acquire speci� c 
knowledge or tap into new sources of revenues. The auto 
manufacturer General Motors offers one good example of 
how big data can drive business.  The telematic data from 
GM’s OnStar navigation system is used to calculate rates 
for auto insurance policies sold in the US through National 
General Insurance, a third party company.  Drivers who 
cover less than 15,000 miles a year can avail of discounts 
up to 54% lower than the rate offered to drivers who travel 
much longer distances.
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Big Data:

Deriving value from data.
continued from page 1

A study carried out by Oracle 
and Forrester Consulting at 
the end of last year, � nds 
personalised and targeted 
marketing campaigns bring 

a better customer experience and increased business 
performance. The study also shows that more work 
is needed in many industry sectors to fully realize the 
bene� ts of this approach.

A recent report entitled “Why You Need to Be A 
Modern Marketer: The Business Impact Of Marketing 

Maturity In The Age Of The Customer“, surveyed 492 
marketing decision makers across 20 industries in 
Germany, France, Great Britain and the USA.

46% of retail chains are already using “intelligent 
targeting” to interact more effectively with their 
customers. When compared to non-retail businesses, 
this number drops to only 31% of companies.  42% 
of retail chains also put integrated cross-channel 
marketing into practice.  However, the study also 
found that many companies have not yet implemented 
best practices in this area. 

While volumes of data continue to grow, there 
is still some way to go before big data projects 
really open up new opportunities for business 
and research.

Enterprise Apps: Mobile 
strategies go on the offensive
The use of mobile devices in mid-sized companies 
is more than just Mobile Enterprise Management. 
Mobile devices deliver data and are also used to 
develop and manage apps for smartphones and 
tablets. 

Mobile strategies are evolving out of passive 
device and cost control towards active process 
optimisation.  According to analysts at IDC, IT 
management trends show a massive increase in 
the number of mobile apps deployed. Instead of 
the selective extension of desktop applications 
to mobiles, a mobile-� rst approach that allows 
employees to carry out standard operations on all 
mobile devices is catching on. To enable this, mobile 
apps must be integrated into the backend, data 
security must be ensured, and the apps must be 
updated regularly. More than one third of companies 
surveyed by IDC stated that they plan to interact with 
customers and business partners through mobile 
apps within the next two years.

New MDE (mobile data entry) devices and radio 
terminals for mobile data recording are also entering 
the mobile hardware market. Data can be quickly 
transferred for further processing or initially stored 
in the unit and sent over the company network once 
the task has been completed.

Mobility: 4G triggers rapid increases in data traf� c

The visual networking index compiled by Cisco 
predicts mobile data traf� c in Germany will increase 
sevenfold by 2015. This implies traf� c is set to increase 
three times faster than the data volume � owing 

through regular IP lines. 
Data transfer in excess of 4G 
(LTE) is expected to increase 
23 times current levels and 
account for 81% of all German 
mobile communications 
by 2019. At the end of 2014, 
the comparable rate was 
only 26%.  The data volume 

of machine to machine (M2M) connections is also 
expected to increase signi� cantly.  

Traf� c increases of up to 37 times current amounts 
are predicted by 2019, which would mean that machine 
communication will account for 14% of all mobile 
traf� c. Cloud application adoption will be primarily 
responsible for this increase.

Cloud Computing:
IT infrastructure management
According to a study conducted by IDG Connect on 
behalf of Oracle, the most important component of 
an IT infrastructure in the Cloud is effective control 
mechanisms. 34% of respondents state that this 
was their top priority, followed by IT standardisation 
(27%), supporting key decision-makers (25%) and 
a high-performance IT change management (17%).

Within their own IT networks, the provision of 
software (68%) and databases (61%) and a platform 
for the development of applications (57%) rank as 
the top priorities. The study predicts that in the next 
two years the most important issues facing cloud 
deployments will be databases (29%), development 
(26%) and deployment of software (23%). The study 
focused mainly on the selection of a particular cloud 
model. 36% of participants in the study choose the 
hybrid cloud model as the preferred deployment 
option for their business.

Big data: Will software replace 
statisticians?

The growing importance of big data in both economic 
terms and in research has led to an increased demand 
for experienced statisticians and mathematicians. In 
July 2014, the British Royal Statistical Society warned 
of the imminent shortage of skilled workers capable 
of leveraging economic bene� ts from the analysis of 
large quantities of data. 

New research in the area of big data has started 
to investigate whether or not it is possible to have 
computer programmes do the job of a statistician. 

The goal is to develop software that generates 
readable reports from raw data, i.e. software that 
describes the trends concealed within the data in 
words and diagrams. Zoubin Ghahramani, Professor 
for Information Engineering at the University of 
Cambridge, recently introduced just such a system 
that is already delivering interesting results. This 
project was able to generate an automated report 
from 100 years of air traf� c data which not only 
provides mathematical explanations for identi� ed 
trends but is also capable of forecasting future 
outcomes.

The � nal evaluation of all analyses will always 
fall to the experienced statistician. For example, The 
software recognised the fact that air traf� c increased 
regularly during the summer months but was unable 
to provide any real explanation for this (holiday travel 
during the holiday period). 

manage packages. The result is a simpli� ed and 
swifter installation process, lower costs and 
a lower risk of data loss.

The second step is to consolidate 
existing business processes onto a uni� ed 
infrastructure. One option is to allocate each 
process to its own virtual machine, but this 
incurs additional costs when managing multiple 
operating system instances. Many organizations 
are now consolidating workloads on a shared-
use system. This helps reduce the administrative 
burden and subsequent maintenance costs.

Step three involves the provision of services. 
It is important to prepare as many automated 
services as possible and to create a portal 
through which users can directly access the 
relevant resources.  This enables organizations 
to respond faster to evolving business 
opportunities.

The process concludes with the creation of 
an enterprise cloud: a uni� ed architecture for 
all the business processes of the organization. 
While this architecture may be based on either 
a public cloud, private cloud or hybrid cloud 
model, it should include a comprehensive 
management service for the entire 
infrastructure.

There are several models available for the 
provision of services that enable enterprise 
clouds to meet Service Level Agreements (SLAs) 
and business requirements. The infrastructure 
remains available during maintenance phases, 
while QoS-controlled load balancing ensures 
that SLAs are complied with.

Oracle Database 12c: Smart 
upgrade for smart customers

Oracle’s slogan „Get SMART“ encourages customers 
to upgrade to Oracle Database 12c. The new release 
allows companies to respond more intelligently to 
market developments while also reducing costs and 
risk. 

SMART is short for “Simplifying IT 
infrastructures, Managing many databases as 
one, becoming more Agile, Reducing cost and risk 
whilst increasing revenues, and adopting the latest 
Technology platform that meets your needs today 
and in the future “. That description covers some 
of the most important innovations of the Oracle 
Database12c.

The new Multi-tenant option allows pluggable 
databases to be easily plugged into and out 
of a container database. This enables sharing 
of processes, RAM and large parts of the data 
dictionary, which are stored in the container 
database.  Existing systems can be used more 
ef� ciently and this solution also enables rapid 
database deployment in the Cloud.

Oracle Database In-memory has attracted plenty 
of attention in recent months. With the introduction 
of Oracle Database In-Memory, a single database 
can now ef� ciently support mixed workloads, 
delivering optimal performance for transactions 
while simultaneously supporting real-time analytics 
and reporting. This is possible due to a unique 
“dual-format“ architecture that enables data to be 
maintained in both the existing Oracle row format, 
for OLTP operationsand a new, purely in-memory 
format optimized for analytical processing.
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The German industry association BITKOM estimates that 
sales of big data services will post an average growth 
of 46% annually until 2016, an almost eight-fold expansion 
within � ve years. Together with both business and the 
research sector, the EU seeks to promote a data-driven 
economy backed by a total planned investment of €2.5 
billion. Two years ago, US President Barack Obama set out 
an open data policy ‘to advance the management 
of Government information as an asset’.

Evaluating large amounts of data requires modern 
databases, linguistic analysis capabilities and visualisation 
tools. High-performance IT systems, powerful broadband 
networks and virtually unlimited storage capacity are also 
essential.

Yet the key question remains - how exactly can indexing 
and processing large amounts of data of differing formats 
and sources really help companies acquire speci� c 
knowledge or tap into new sources of revenues. The auto 
manufacturer General Motors offers one good example of 
how big data can drive business.  The telematic data from 
GM’s OnStar navigation system is used to calculate rates 
for auto insurance policies sold in the US through National 
General Insurance, a third party company.  Drivers who 
cover less than 15,000 miles a year can avail of discounts 
up to 54% lower than the rate offered to drivers who travel 
much longer distances.
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Big Data:

Deriving value from data.
continued from page 1

A study carried out by Oracle 
and Forrester Consulting at 
the end of last year, � nds 
personalised and targeted 
marketing campaigns bring 

a better customer experience and increased business 
performance. The study also shows that more work 
is needed in many industry sectors to fully realize the 
bene� ts of this approach.

A recent report entitled “Why You Need to Be A 
Modern Marketer: The Business Impact Of Marketing 

Maturity In The Age Of The Customer“, surveyed 492 
marketing decision makers across 20 industries in 
Germany, France, Great Britain and the USA.

46% of retail chains are already using “intelligent 
targeting” to interact more effectively with their 
customers. When compared to non-retail businesses, 
this number drops to only 31% of companies.  42% 
of retail chains also put integrated cross-channel 
marketing into practice.  However, the study also 
found that many companies have not yet implemented 
best practices in this area. 

While volumes of data continue to grow, there 
is still some way to go before big data projects 
really open up new opportunities for business 
and research.

Enterprise Apps: Mobile 
strategies go on the offensive
The use of mobile devices in mid-sized companies 
is more than just Mobile Enterprise Management. 
Mobile devices deliver data and are also used to 
develop and manage apps for smartphones and 
tablets. 

Mobile strategies are evolving out of passive 
device and cost control towards active process 
optimisation.  According to analysts at IDC, IT 
management trends show a massive increase in 
the number of mobile apps deployed. Instead of 
the selective extension of desktop applications 
to mobiles, a mobile-� rst approach that allows 
employees to carry out standard operations on all 
mobile devices is catching on. To enable this, mobile 
apps must be integrated into the backend, data 
security must be ensured, and the apps must be 
updated regularly. More than one third of companies 
surveyed by IDC stated that they plan to interact with 
customers and business partners through mobile 
apps within the next two years.

New MDE (mobile data entry) devices and radio 
terminals for mobile data recording are also entering 
the mobile hardware market. Data can be quickly 
transferred for further processing or initially stored 
in the unit and sent over the company network once 
the task has been completed.

Mobility: 4G triggers rapid increases in data traf� c

The visual networking index compiled by Cisco 
predicts mobile data traf� c in Germany will increase 
sevenfold by 2015. This implies traf� c is set to increase 
three times faster than the data volume � owing 

through regular IP lines. 
Data transfer in excess of 4G 
(LTE) is expected to increase 
23 times current levels and 
account for 81% of all German 
mobile communications 
by 2019. At the end of 2014, 
the comparable rate was 
only 26%.  The data volume 

of machine to machine (M2M) connections is also 
expected to increase signi� cantly.  

Traf� c increases of up to 37 times current amounts 
are predicted by 2019, which would mean that machine 
communication will account for 14% of all mobile 
traf� c. Cloud application adoption will be primarily 
responsible for this increase.

Cloud Computing:
IT infrastructure management
According to a study conducted by IDG Connect on 
behalf of Oracle, the most important component of 
an IT infrastructure in the Cloud is effective control 
mechanisms. 34% of respondents state that this 
was their top priority, followed by IT standardisation 
(27%), supporting key decision-makers (25%) and 
a high-performance IT change management (17%).

Within their own IT networks, the provision of 
software (68%) and databases (61%) and a platform 
for the development of applications (57%) rank as 
the top priorities. The study predicts that in the next 
two years the most important issues facing cloud 
deployments will be databases (29%), development 
(26%) and deployment of software (23%). The study 
focused mainly on the selection of a particular cloud 
model. 36% of participants in the study choose the 
hybrid cloud model as the preferred deployment 
option for their business.

Big data: Will software replace 
statisticians?

The growing importance of big data in both economic 
terms and in research has led to an increased demand 
for experienced statisticians and mathematicians. In 
July 2014, the British Royal Statistical Society warned 
of the imminent shortage of skilled workers capable 
of leveraging economic bene� ts from the analysis of 
large quantities of data. 

New research in the area of big data has started 
to investigate whether or not it is possible to have 
computer programmes do the job of a statistician. 

The goal is to develop software that generates 
readable reports from raw data, i.e. software that 
describes the trends concealed within the data in 
words and diagrams. Zoubin Ghahramani, Professor 
for Information Engineering at the University of 
Cambridge, recently introduced just such a system 
that is already delivering interesting results. This 
project was able to generate an automated report 
from 100 years of air traf� c data which not only 
provides mathematical explanations for identi� ed 
trends but is also capable of forecasting future 
outcomes.

The � nal evaluation of all analyses will always 
fall to the experienced statistician. For example, The 
software recognised the fact that air traf� c increased 
regularly during the summer months but was unable 
to provide any real explanation for this (holiday travel 
during the holiday period). 

manage packages. The result is a simpli� ed and 
swifter installation process, lower costs and 
a lower risk of data loss.

The second step is to consolidate 
existing business processes onto a uni� ed 
infrastructure. One option is to allocate each 
process to its own virtual machine, but this 
incurs additional costs when managing multiple 
operating system instances. Many organizations 
are now consolidating workloads on a shared-
use system. This helps reduce the administrative 
burden and subsequent maintenance costs.

Step three involves the provision of services. 
It is important to prepare as many automated 
services as possible and to create a portal 
through which users can directly access the 
relevant resources.  This enables organizations 
to respond faster to evolving business 
opportunities.

The process concludes with the creation of 
an enterprise cloud: a uni� ed architecture for 
all the business processes of the organization. 
While this architecture may be based on either 
a public cloud, private cloud or hybrid cloud 
model, it should include a comprehensive 
management service for the entire 
infrastructure.

There are several models available for the 
provision of services that enable enterprise 
clouds to meet Service Level Agreements (SLAs) 
and business requirements. The infrastructure 
remains available during maintenance phases, 
while QoS-controlled load balancing ensures 
that SLAs are complied with.

Oracle Database 12c: Smart 
upgrade for smart customers

Oracle’s slogan „Get SMART“ encourages customers 
to upgrade to Oracle Database 12c. The new release 
allows companies to respond more intelligently to 
market developments while also reducing costs and 
risk. 

SMART is short for “Simplifying IT 
infrastructures, Managing many databases as 
one, becoming more Agile, Reducing cost and risk 
whilst increasing revenues, and adopting the latest 
Technology platform that meets your needs today 
and in the future “. That description covers some 
of the most important innovations of the Oracle 
Database12c.

The new Multi-tenant option allows pluggable 
databases to be easily plugged into and out 
of a container database. This enables sharing 
of processes, RAM and large parts of the data 
dictionary, which are stored in the container 
database.  Existing systems can be used more 
ef� ciently and this solution also enables rapid 
database deployment in the Cloud.

Oracle Database In-memory has attracted plenty 
of attention in recent months. With the introduction 
of Oracle Database In-Memory, a single database 
can now ef� ciently support mixed workloads, 
delivering optimal performance for transactions 
while simultaneously supporting real-time analytics 
and reporting. This is possible due to a unique 
“dual-format“ architecture that enables data to be 
maintained in both the existing Oracle row format, 
for OLTP operationsand a new, purely in-memory 
format optimized for analytical processing.
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Enterprise Cloud: 
Each step in the 
transformation process 
brings its own bene� ts
Building an enterprise cloud within any organization 
can deliver greater � exibility, data security and 
lower costs to the operations of the business. 

E-commerce breaks the 
€50 billion mark
Deals.com, the voucher 
and discount platform, is 
anticipating online sales � gures 
this year of €61.84 billion for the 
United Kingdom, €52.8 billion 
for Germany and €36.53 billion 
for France.
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Online Security: New algorithms 
accelerate web application scans

Qualys has announced the latest version of its Web 
Scanning Application (WAS) which includes functions 
for continuous, progressive application scanning.  
WAS uses an algorithm that scans just those parts of 
websites that have been changed since the last test, 
effectively reducing the total load.  The solution can 
identify security holes and vulnerabilities such as SQL 
injections and cross-site scripting (XSS).  Additional 
features include extended reporting functionality.

Storage Technology: Laser research 
speeds up switching times

Storing more data on ever smaller hard drives requires 
ever smaller magnetic bits and bytes. In Switzerland, 
scientists at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) are 
currently working with a surface made up of tiny 
squares measuring mere thousandths of a millimeter 
each.  Each square is a magnet, giving it the potential 
to become a memory bit. The focus of the PSI research 
study lies in the nature of the switching process.  In 
contrast to conventional hard drive design where 
switching is completed with a small magnetic head, 
the Swiss research project uses a laser beam to � ip 
the magnetic polarity of the squares.  Trials show that 
a short, intense laser pulse can switch micro-magnets 
hundreds of times faster.
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Oracle is committed to developing practices 
and products that help protect the environment

More than 100 modern best practices for � nance, 
human resources and talent management, 
procurement, sales, marketing, and service deliver 
superior results, evolve with your business, support 
growth and innovation, and exploit enabling 
technologies. Do you have what you need to succeed? 
Discover how to increase business agility and achieve 
more - faster and with fewer resources. With key 
enabling technologies such as the cloud, mobile, 
social, analytics, the Internet of Things, and big data, 
you can transform your business for the future.

“The most in� uential brands will be those 
companies that most cleverly utilize the convergence 
of modern best practice, disruptive technologies, and 
the emergence of new channels.” Steve Cox, Vice 
President of Midsize at Oracle

Go to the
https://www.oracle.com/modernbestpractices to � nd 
out more.
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A
 universal Enterprise 
Cloud encompasses 
every business process 
within the organization. 
The corresponding 

IT transformation may take years 
as it affects many aspects of the 
organisation including existing roles, 
processes, policies, and services. To 
avoid getting delayed by complex 
interdependencies, a step-by-step 

approach is advisable.  Each step 
should de� ne an intermediate goal 
that brings demonstrable bene� ts to 
the organization.

Standardisation is the � rst step.  
The range of vendor solutions, 
service provider support, hardware 
and software components are 
reduced to the least possible 
number.  Server, storage and 
software are bundled into easy-to-

Cloud computing:
PaaS moves forward
Platform as a Service (PaaS) currently ranks as 
the third most important issue in the context of 
private clouds.  That could be set to change.

Findings of a recent IDG Connect study, 
commissioned by Oracle, show 36% of respondents 
currently opt for hybrid cloud solutions, with 32% 
choosing private and 17 % selecting public cloud 
services. The most persuasive argument for the 
private cloud, according to the companies surveyed, 
is the short lead time.

Management opinion within the survey responses 
did highlight some areas for concern.  Data security, 
integration with existing applications, the required 
skill sets and hardware costs are all identi� ed as 
potential issues.  68% of respondents cited Software 
as a Service (SaaS) as the most important operational 
area for private clouds, followed by Database as 
a Service (DaaS) at 61% and Platform as a Service 
at 57%. The study is based on a survey of 300 
executives from Germany, United Kingdom, Russia, 
France, South Africa and the United Arab Emirates.

Better IT Top Driver For Cloud 
Adoption
An Oracle-sponsored IDC study into SaaS among
160 companies in Africa, Middle East and Eastern
Europe found cost savings, process ef� ciencies and
productivity key bene� ts to implementing cloud.

Top drivers:
- Better technology 58%
- Quick IT deployment 53%
- Deliver more projects with same headcount 51%
- Standardization 50%
- Access better quality IT skills 49%
- Access to latest products and skills 48%

Companies seek new SaaS and on-premise 
solutions. More than 60% of companies have or are 
implementing cloud solutions.

Oracle’s Swami Natarajan said “Modern cloud 
applications from Oracle help customers reimagine 
business, practices, and experiences. SaaS adoption 
is continuing to rise.”

Register now for the IDC SaaS Blueprint webcast 
at oracle.com/goto/IDCME. 

Globally, the manufacturing industry is developing 
more networked, programmable devices that 
can communicate and independently exchange 
information, trigger actions and control outputs. 
This digital transformation makes even small scale 
production pro� table for mid sized organizations – 
a very positive development for a sector that remains 
so important for many economies.

The AMP 2.0 (Advanced Manufacturing 
Partnership) initiative introduced by the US 
Government in 2011 aims to create a leadership 
role for US companies in this digital transformation 
process and includes leading executives and scientists 
in its ranks.  In Europe, the “Industry 4.0” initiative led 
by the German Government sets  out its own high-
tech strategy for networked industrial production. 
According to a forecast of the Fraunhofer Institute for 
Industrial Engineering and ILO (International Labour 
Organisation) and the industry association BITKOM, 
Industry 4.0 should boost productivity in major 
industries by around €78 billion by 2025.

The transformation process has introduced 
new business models for machine and plant 
engineering with the focus shifting from delivering 
just products to building in better maintenance as 
a customer service. For example, it is predicted 
that by 2020, smaller spare parts will be produced 
on site at short notice using 3D printers. The 
business benefits of such rapid response should 
bring cost savings in logistics and warehousing. 
3D print centres may also play a role in production 
without having to invoke traditional supply chain 
operating overheads.

A recent McKinsey study of leading 
manufacturing companies found 12% of companies 
see 3D printing as a value add solution while 40% 
still see no real benefit to operations.  Two-thirds of 
the companies surveyed agreed that their business 
did not adopt a systematic approach to evaluating 
emerging technologies.  

Industry 4.0: Production reinvents itself
The manufacturing industry is changing and technological innovation
is key to success
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accelerate web application scans

Qualys has announced the latest version of its Web 
Scanning Application (WAS) which includes functions 
for continuous, progressive application scanning.  
WAS uses an algorithm that scans just those parts of 
websites that have been changed since the last test, 
effectively reducing the total load.  The solution can 
identify security holes and vulnerabilities such as SQL 
injections and cross-site scripting (XSS).  Additional 
features include extended reporting functionality.
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Storing more data on ever smaller hard drives requires 
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to become a memory bit. The focus of the PSI research 
study lies in the nature of the switching process.  In 
contrast to conventional hard drive design where 
switching is completed with a small magnetic head, 
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the magnetic polarity of the squares.  Trials show that 
a short, intense laser pulse can switch micro-magnets 
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More than 100 modern best practices for � nance, 
human resources and talent management, 
procurement, sales, marketing, and service deliver 
superior results, evolve with your business, support 
growth and innovation, and exploit enabling 
technologies. Do you have what you need to succeed? 
Discover how to increase business agility and achieve 
more - faster and with fewer resources. With key 
enabling technologies such as the cloud, mobile, 
social, analytics, the Internet of Things, and big data, 
you can transform your business for the future.

“The most in� uential brands will be those 
companies that most cleverly utilize the convergence 
of modern best practice, disruptive technologies, and 
the emergence of new channels.” Steve Cox, Vice 
President of Midsize at Oracle

Go to the
https://www.oracle.com/modernbestpractices to � nd 
out more.
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